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2Introduction

Introduction

Charmin is facing a crucial point in its brand growth journey. With its increase in competition and 
shifting consumer preferences, Charmin must make some important decisions going forward that 
will determine if Charmin will be able to rise to meet its competition and consumers or fall short. In 
today’s society, consumers are far more knowledgeable. Whether it be false advertising or merely 
performative measures, it is easily recognized and quickly spread. It is important for Charmin to 
implement the needs of a changing society while staying true to the core of their brand. Following 
the effects of the pandemic and the overall market shift, Charmin should take advantage of this 
time to build upon itself to better address their primary and secondary target markets. Charmin has 
immense potential to continue to grow as a leading toilet paper brand, as long as they openly 
address the challenges and see their efforts to grow as a brand through.

Parent Company

House of Brands

Ultra

Soft Strong Gentle

Essentials
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Strong

Misc.
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Wipes

Brand Challenges

1. Increase in competition
2. Shifting consumer preferences
3. Shifting consumer values

Brand Recommendations

1. Offering more subscription options
2. Committing to sustainability
3. Reflecting changing family structures

 Charmin began 
developing packages 

of 4 rolls to provide its 
customers with the 

ease of buying in bulk.

 In

1932
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Brand Challenges

Challenge #1: Increase in Competition

For over a decade now, Charmin and other branded labels have seen an increase in competition 
from private label brands created by retailers. Major retailers like Target, CostCo, and Walmart have 
upgraded their private branded toilet paper with access to once exclusive manufacturing processes 
limited to only large brands including Charmin’s parent company Procter and Gamble, and 
Cottonelle parent company Kimberly Clark. In the past decade, Charmin and other branded labels 
have seen consumer brand preference shift dramatically to in-house brands of major retailers, who 
provide similar quality at lower prices.

Rise in Competitors and the Impact of COVID-19 Although Charmin has maintained being the 
leading brand for toilet paper, with over 76 million Americans choosing Charmin above others, the 
recent pandemic has solidified that economic recessions and shortages leave consumers with little 
room to care about brand preference. Due to the difficulty to attain toilet paper in these 
challenging times, many consumers put brand loyalty aside. They are much more likely to brand 
hop. However, it's important to note that it's been estimated that people will use about 40% more 
toilet paper than usual if they spend all their time at home during the pandemic. Charmin has the 
opportunity to capitalize on this increase in demand. Despite the pandemic nearing an end, virtual 
work has become more prevalent now than ever. This increase in use and demand will be an 
advantageous time for Charmin to attempt different modifications to their product lines. 
Furthermore, the shortages of toilet paper during the pandemic led to an increase of curiosity into 
bidets, which are now entering the competitive frame of reference. Although bidets are typically a 
more expensive investment initially, they eventually save consumers more money on toilet paper in 
the long-run. This competition opens up a whole new category in the competition. Whether it be 
due to the financial benefits or acts of sustainability, up and coming generations will be more open 
minded to trying newer innovations. 

Direct to Consumer Additionally, the recent emergence of direct-to-consumer (DTC) subscription 
options in toilet paper has left Charmin with competitors coming from every angle; whether it be 
affordability or sustainability. Due to the online nature of these products, they have gained 
momentum through the pandemic. This digitization of toilet paper has given consumer accessibility 
in this field a whole new meaning. Charmin is faced with an upcoming challenge to either adapt to 
the changing consumer market or continue solidifying their strong brand messaging in hopes that 
the consumer loyalty they have built prevails. Ultimately, for a consumer, switching to a new toilet 
paper has little switching costs. The challenge Charmin faces is renewing consumer loyalty for their 
brand in an economy that shows little need for them. 

Private Labels

Improving in Quality ($)
Charmin

($$)

DTC + Bidet Attachments

Higher Investment ($$-$$$)
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Challenge #2: Shifting Consumer Preferences

With recent changes in environmental needs and technological capabilities, product offerings like 
e-commerce and sustainability are entering consumer preferences. These preferences which 
previously did not exist, are preferences Charmin products do not currently address. 

New Preferences Even before the pandemic and the constrictions of social distancing and 
quarantining, consumers were already being drawn to e-commerce and subscription based options 
for household goods. During and following the pandemic, this transformed from a desire to a 
necessity. Although Charmin has since offered the new “Forever Roll”, a subscription-based product 
in a much larger size, in order to appeal toward millennials and younger consumers, this is not a well 
known or promoted offering and is their only subscription product. Because of its lack of awareness 
and breadth within the consumer base, the product line falls as one of the weaker Charmin 
products. Additionally, e-commerce platforms like Amazon and subscription based toilet paper 
alternatives like “Who Gives a Crap” have been steadily growing in popularity for years. As these 
brands that pioneer the digital realm of subscriptions continue to gain popularity, Charmin’s online 
presence will steadily fall behind.

Increase in Sustainability Additionally, there has been an increase in sustainable toilet paper 
options (aside from bidets) to match the increase of environmentally conscious consumer 
preferences. Researchers found that 70 percent of Americans think environmental protection is 
more important than economic growth. Alongside uncovering environmental harm, science is only 
working to further prove the harm of various products. Sustainable toilet paper options are usually 
made of bamboo which is more eco-friendly and has a smaller environmental impact. Furthermore, 
many competing brands like TUSHY offer environmentally friendly toilet paper, bidet options, and 
reusable antibacterial towels. While Charmin has implemented some sustainability measures 
following their recent controversy, they continue to lag behind their competition and are ranked low 
in comparison to other large toilet paper brands. Although Charmin’s parent company P&G is 
seemingly committed to using sustainability based on recent advertisements, ultimately, toilet paper 
production relies heavily if not solely on trees. Sustainability is a growing trend with younger 
generations, who will eventually be future target consumers of Charmin. Lastly, millennial parents 
prefer sustainable options because they use sustainability and eco-friendly options as a way to care 
for their children’s futures. Charmin has a large focus on family values. As these values shift from 
the members of one's family towards the larger health of the world, this issue will only continue to 
grow. 

Brand Challenges

Our survey showed that 
among consumer 

preferences, 

sustainability

was ranked the most 
important in ages 20-39; 
people who will be future 

parents.
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The main
ingredient is

wood

pulp

Current Charmin Materials Currently, 
Charmin’s materials are not from 
sustainable sources. In fact, Charmin uses 
entirely virgin trees for their toilet paper. 
Additionally, their products do not 
decompose well. Although Charmin is 
“Climate Pledge Friendly” through support 
from the Rainforest Alliance and the 
Forest Stewardship Council, they are 
known to to be among the lowest ranked 
toilet papers in terms of sustainability.

Brand Challenges

Charmin toilet paper 
comes in part from the 

Canadian 

boreal forest, 
one of the most important forests 

in the world for Indigenous 
Peoples, wildlife, 
and the climate.
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Challenge #3: Shifting Consumer Values

The Charmin Bear Family Now The Charmin Bear Family has been known for years as the perfect 
depiction and reflection of the ideal nuclear family. From the caring momma bear, to silly pappa 
bear, to the nerdy younger brother bear, the Charmin Bear Family is clearly categorized into the 
archetypes of a typical nuclear family. As the recent pandemic panic buying of toilet paper showed, 
there is comfort in knowing that toilet paper is available. This attribute of comfort is deeply attached 
to toilet paper and Charmin’s depiction of the traditional family plays on this comfort and familiarity. 
Charmin has been known as “strong enough for the dad of the family, but soft enough for your kids” 
playing on the idea of being “just right” for all members of the family. Charmin has even played on 
the idea that buying premium toilet paper is one way to care for your children as they take the next 
steps in potty training. Charmin has been known to support families and parents deeply by reflecting 
the same careabouts.

The Shifting Family Picture Although modeling the Charmin Bear 
Family after the traditional nuclear family has proven to be highly 
successful in past decades, the idea of the nuclear family 
is becoming farther and farther from a true reflection of 
present family situations. Starting in as early as the 1960s and 
1970s, there was a change in the economic structure of the 
United States which led to the inability to support a nuclear 
family on a single wage and had significant ramifications on 
family life as we know it today. Since then, there has been an 
increase in one parent households, cohabitation, same-sex 
unions, and childfree couples. Currently, there are almost as 
many families headed by single moms (divorced, widowed, or 
never married) as there are families with a stay at home mom 
and breadwinner dad—22% to 23%. Furthermore, research 
shows that there is more diversity than the data shows. 
Oftentimes, families with both parents may have unique 
backgrounds like remarriage or parenting with more than one 
partner. The past one-size-fits-all nature of the nuclear family 
no longer exists.

Simply put, the 
traditional

nuclear family

is no longer an 
accurate reflection of 

families today.
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Nuclear Family Wealth Situation However, it is also important to note that the nuclear family has 
been known to be rooted in wealth. Couples are more prepared financially. According to the New 
American Family study by MetLife’s Mature Market Institute, couples in comparison to non-couples 
have lowered their debt, met with a financial advisor, and invested for retirement. Simply put, 
households led by a single person are more vulnerable to extenuating circumstances from economic 
situations like a job loss. Charmin being a higher priced premium toilet paper option on the market 
works because it appeals to couples who are more financially stable and can afford a luxury like 
premium toilet paper. 

Competitors Accepting the Shift Charmin faces a challenge in whether or not it should adapt to 
the changes in how families are structured now. Competitors like Cotonelle have recently been 
making monumental strides in accepting the non-traditional family and social causes. For example 
in February 2019, Cottonelle released an advertisement surrounding the story of a gay couple 
meeting the parents for the first time saying “give your booty a confidence boost with cleaning 
ripples that remove more at once for a superior clean and make you feel like the kind of guy he 
takes home to mother”. Then in March of 2021, Cottonelle announced a partnership with BLKHLTH, 
a nonprofit organization that seeks to reduce the impact of racism on Black health through 
education and action. This partnership seeks to launch the Colorectal Cancer Initiative by addressing 
health disparities and providing free at-home colorectal cancer screening tests. Although there was 
backlash as predicted, there was also great publicity from the strides Cottonelle is making towards 
creating a more accepting environment even in something as “small” as toilet paper. 

Cottonelle is one of the 
major key toilet paper 

brands that are taking the 
lead in supporting

social issues

like the health disparity 
within Black communities 

& inclusion of LGBTQ+ 
couples.
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Brand Recommendations

Recommendation #1: Offering More Subscription Options

Competing In the E-Commerce Landscape In the past five years, e-commerce toilet paper 
startups have become more popular. Currently, Charmin can be purchased directly on their 
website, in retail stores, and on major retailer websites. That said, Charmin has only offered a 
subscription service for their “comically large” Forever Roll, which can also only be purchased on 
the Charmin website. Additionally, other Charmin products are only available for subscription on 
Amazon. While Charmin is a strong brand on the shelves, the brand doesn’t have an enjoyable 
online retail experience comparable to DTC brands like TUSHY and Who Gives A Crap. Conversely, 
many of these DTC brands exist only online and do not involve any third-party retailers. Charmin is 
highly accessible as a brand because it is available through major retailers, so the brand should 
continue to prioritize that model in the e-commerce space. While Walmart and Target don’t 
currently have subscription offerings for Charmin, Procter & Gamble would be able to leverage the 
strength of their mutually beneficial relationships to establish subscriptions on both platforms. 
Adding subscription-based purchases to major online retailers like Target, and Walmart will allow 
Charmin to compete with direct to consumer brands like TUSHY and Who Gives A Crap while also 
adjusting to the shifting landscape created by e-commerce.
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Recommendation #2: Committing to Sustainability

Setting the Stage There is an increase in consumer demand for sustainable products across the 
marketplace. Brands like H&M have created sustainable clothing lines where 50% of a garment is 
made using sustainable materials, while auto companies like Chevrolet are beginning to sell electric 
vehicles. Consumers are beginning to demand that companies to do more for the planet, and 
Charmin is not immune to the expectation. In order to maintain its position as a mass-market 
leader, Charmin needs to make a commitment towards sustainability. Although they do have a 
program focused on reforestation, brand interviews and surveys show that consumers are not 
widely aware of these efforts. The Charmin brand needs to make a bold move towards sustainability 
that will build awareness of Charmin’s efforts and is easy to understand.

A More Renewable Material A bamboo toilet 
paper line would be a great first step in the right 
direction for a bolder commitment to 
sustainability. The material is more sustainable 
than trees and is notoriously both very soft and 
strong. A main characteristic of bamboo that 
makes it a great alternative is its growth rate. 
One bamboo stalk can grow up to 3.5 feet per 
day, as opposed to the average oak tree which 
grows twelve inches annually. Bamboo is also 
self-regenerating, meaning the plant does not 
die when it is cut and that doesn’t have to be 
replanted, making it the ideal renewable 
material. Another benefit to bamboo is that it is 
extremely adaptable and resilient, which allows it 
to grow in inhospitable conditions. It also requires 
less water and fewer nutrients than trees to 
grow. Lastly, it is estimated that bamboo can 
release 25% more oxygen than a comparable 
cluster of hardwood trees. This factor combined 
with the previously noted characteristics labels 
products derived from bamboo “CO2 neutral or 
better.” The only issue with bamboo is that it is 
not widely cultivated in the U.S. Charmin may be 
required to ship it from other parts of the world 
such as Asia or Africa. This would contribute 
carbon pollution, potentially undermining the 
rationale for using bamboo. That said, the 
benefits are much stronger. Not only would 
bamboo toilet paper allow Charmin to appeal to 
the increasing demand for sustainable products, 
but it would also make a substantial push against 
climate change. 

Brand Recommendations
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A Fresh Take on Charmin Charmin’s product naming is historically utilitarian, seen especially with 
Ultra Strong, Ultra Soft, and Charmin Essentials. The Charmin Forever Roll was an effort to appeal to 
a younger demographic, thus it has the most creative and distinct name of all Charmin products; 
that said, the name is still very utilitarian. With a name like “Charmin Ultra Fresh,” the brand will 
more strongly appeal to the creative edge of younger consumers. With “Fresh” in the name, 
Charmin also conveys a product that’s new, clean, and natural. 

Although eco-friendly products are often more expensive, Charmin’s current prices are entirely 
comparable to Who Gives A Crap and actually less expensive than TUSHY. With the same pricing as 
their premium toilet papers, Charmin will position Ultra Fresh as a more affordable yet 
equal-in-quality product.

While introducing Charmin bamboo toilet paper as an endorsed brand (i.e. “Bamboo Fresh by 
Charmin”) is an option, a brand extension would allow Charmin Ultra Fresh to fit seamlessly into the 
brand’s other product offerings. This “perfect fit” principle maintains consumer familiarity— one of 
Charmin’s strong suits. As an extension, Charmin would offer their typical Mega Roll and Super Mega 
Roll sizes to reflect their other popular product offerings.

The perfect fit principle also applies the color 
of Charmin Ultra Fresh bamboo toilet paper. 
While introducing an unbleached brown 
bamboo toilet paper would catch a shopper’s 
attention on the shelf, the attention may not 
translate to sales due to the fact that most 
consumers are accustomed to white toilet 
paper. Additionally, if bamboo toilet paper is 
to fit as a brand extension, the color white 
would need to be consistent with all other 
Charmin products. The color brown can also 
convey a product that is dirty or 
cheap—attributes that Charmin target 
consumers certainly do not seek out when 
choosing a toilet paper brand. Bleaching 
bamboo toilet paper may at first seem to 
contradict the main point of introducing Ultra 
Fresh, but through elemental chlorine free 
(ECF) bleaching, Charmin will ensure that the 
process is entirely sustainable. This process is 
also used by top bamboo toilet paper 
competitors. Armed with “fresh” in the 
product name and a white bamboo toilet 
paper, Charmin can combat negative 
associations with bamboo toilet paper.

Fresh Slogans

“A Fresh Take on Charmin”
“A Fresh Take on Family”

“Feel Fresh After You Wipe”

The most sustainable toilet 
papers are made from 

100% bamboo

and bleached using an ECF 
(elemental chlorine free) 

process

Brand Recommendations
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Packaging & Presentation In order to reflect that 
Charmin Ultra Fresh is new, clean, and natural, 
the color on the packaging should be a cool 
green. Not only does this color represent the color 
of bamboo, it also highlights the eco-friendly 
efforts incorporated in every aspect of the 
product. There’s just one issue: Charmin Ultra 
Gentle. The Charmin Ultra Gentle line is a lotion 
infused toilet paper and it currently uses green on 
its packaging. Consumers could be confused by 
the similarities in packaging which is why Charmin 
should change the brand color of the Ultra Gentle 
line to medium-light purple. Since Charmin Ultra 
Gentle isn’t the most popular product, a color 
shift to purple should not create much 
controversy. The color purple is also better suited 
for the Ultra Gentle line, as purple is typically 
associated with lavender and more serene 
emotions. By switching this brand to purple, it 
allows Charmin to use green for Charmin Ultra 
Fresh.

In order to maximize Charmin’s sustainability 
efforts and ensure the product extension does not 
come off as greenwashing, Charmin should look 
to use recycled plastic for the packaging. Recycled 
packaging, along with the fact that Charmin 
already makes the inner cores of the toilet paper 
from 95% recycled fiber, allows Charmin to 
highlight all the environmentally- conscious steps 
they are taking in one product. The product 
should be a genuine effort towards sustainability 
and should be reflected on the packaging without 
being perceived as greenwashing. 

The front of the package will highlight that the 
toilet paper is made from bamboo and feature the 
brown bears. The recycled symbol will also be 
featured on the front in a noticeable manner, so 
that consumers are aware that the plastic used is 
recyclable. All of these components of the 
packaging reflect the sustainability of the product.

Brand Recommendations

Product Mockups
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Alternatives That Don’t Make The Cut
Recycled Toilet Paper Initially, a gradual transition towards more recycled material in Charmin’s toilet 
paper seems like a great option. The end goal would be to have all Charmin toilet paper products be 
made from 100% recycled materials by a specific year. However, this is not a viable option because 
recycled toilet paper is made from post-consumer recycled contents (PCR). This means the paper 
has been previously used in homes and offices, but not for toilet paper. Obviously, this paper is 
bleached and sanitized, making it hygienic to use. However, studies have shown that recycled paper 
tends to have trace amounts of BPA (an endocrine disruptor). The thermal paper used for receipts 
and shipping labels that are recycled is the biggest contributor to the amounts of BPA found in 
recycled paper. Although the amount of BPA is low, the current method of toilet paper production 
does not carry that risk. Also, educating consumers about recycled paper and its hygienic properties 
would be a long uphill battle. There is an innate response that recycled toilet paper is unsanitary 
because the name sounds like the toilet paper is pre-used. It would take a significant amount of ad 
campaigns to combat the misconception and educate the consumers on what recycled toilet paper 
actually is.

Expanding into the Bidet Category Considering the positive 
environmental impact bidets have on the planet along with 
the increase in consumer interest for sustainable products, 
we thought about recommending an expansion into the bidet 
industry. However, learning more on Charmin’s brand 
attributes as well as consumer research quickly showed us 
the flaws in this idea. Currently Charmin’s surrounding brand 
attributes are around words like soft and strong, which 
convey their products' benefits perfectly. Having these 
associations around their brand allows them to successfully 
launch other products, such as flushable wipes, since their 
brand associations naturally transfer. With a product such as 
bidets, words like soft and strong having no meaning. Key 
identities of Charmin’s brand would not translate well or 
create value if they were to create bidet products. Also, 
Bidets are essentially an alternative to toilet paper, since they 
clean by just using water. If Charmin were to enter the 
industry, they could potentially cannibalize their sales. Lastly, 
bidets are far still from being widely adopted in the United 
States. Despite the environmental benefits they offer, U.S 
consumers are not willing to make the switch. Consumers see 
a bidet as a drastic change to their restroom experience, and 
still prefer their traditional western ways.

Takeaways
The sacrifice to quality and educational curve it would to use 
recycled paper in Charmin products, significantly outweigh 
the benefits of this tactic. Which is why Charmin should 
consider using recycled paper. Charmin should also avoid 
expanding into the bidet 

Did you know that bamboo 
toilet paper

outperforms

other toilet paper options. 
Bamboo toilet paper tops 

both recycled pulp and 
virgin pulp toilet paper. 

Brand Recommendations
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Recommendation #3: Adjusting to the Modern Family

A Fresh Take On Family Currently, the Charmin Bear Family is seen in three variations. There are 
the red bears representing Ultra Strong and the blue bears representing Ultra Soft. The third are the 
brown bears, which are not tied to any one Charmin product, making them better candidates for 
altering the nuclear family image.

Although the obvious solution would be to eliminate the representation of a nuclear family 
altogether, this could be too progressive for current Charmin customers. As referenced before, 
couples in a nuclear family model are more likely to be financially stable and ultimately more able to 
purchase Charmin’s premium toilet paper. Therefore, changing the product-tied bears significantly 
from the current nuclear family structure would draw too much attention and possibly alienate our 
current consumers.

As a result, slowly introducing a variety of family structures is the best way to adapt and reflect 
changing family values. There are various ways this could be carried out. For example, in current 
Charmin advertisements there is a strong story surrounding how the mom cares for the family by 
purchasing the best toilet paper. However, Charmin could capitalize on advertisements that focus on 
the dad bear separate from the mom bear. This concept would subvert gender norms while not 
entirely removing the nuclear family entirely from the picture. Similarly, Dove launched a 
#RealStrength campaign in 2015 surrounding fathers and how strength is found in caring for your 
children. Another way to show different families would be to introduce grandparent bears in the 
home, highlighting generationally caring for your family. After implementing subtle changes and 
variations to brown bear families, Charmin will have set the groundwork to introduce same-sex 
parents in their advertising without entirely alienating their current customer.

As mentioned before, brands like Cottonelle are 
making strong strides in raising awareness for social 
justice in the aspect of race. Because Charmin’s 
advertising uses bears and not people, introducing 
different-race families is not explicitly possible, 
especially when the bear colors represent separate 
products. Introducing race to the bear families 
would not connect with the brand purpose and has 
great potential to be seen as performative or even 
offensive.

For Charmin Ultra Fresh bamboo toilet paper, a 
Green Bear Family that represents a more 
progressive view of family would be most 
appropriate. Because women are more likely to 
support sustainability, a single mother with two 
children would be the ideal family to represent the 
new Charmin Ultra Fresh bamboo toilet paper. 
Instead of Charmin families being the same nuclear 
structure each time, Charmin can substitute 
different bears with a variety of personalities to 
represent all types of family roles.

Brand Recommendations
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Concluding Decisions

Investments & Expenses

Product Research & Development It is important that when developing a new product line for 
Charmin that it is consistent in quality, softness, strength, etc. When introducing a new material like 
bamboo into production, Charmin should invest expenses into creating a bamboo toilet paper that is 
similar in color and quality. Therefore, creating a white bamboo toilet paper will require a heavy 
investment. Using elemental chlorine free (ECF) is a popular and sustainable bleaching technique 
among current bamboo toilet paper products. They are compostable, septic safe, free of chemical 
dyes, inks and fragrances. Unlike other eco-friendly alternatives, bamboo toilet paper is soft and 
strong. However, the Charmin strength and softness is premium in the toilet paper quality, so there 
needs to be investment in the production process and research and development to create the most 
high quality bamboo toilet paper that outmatches current competitors. Creating an ordinary bamboo 
toilet paper may be a risk for Charmin’s brand and affect the perception of quality of its other 
products. 

Advertising Before changing the look of the Brown Bear family in future advertising, Charmin needs 
to conduct tests to see if this change from a nuclear family is both relevant and resonates with 
current and potential customers. Making a dramatic shift and timing the shift properly will be key to 
Charmin’s success in this area. Additionally, they should also increase advertising of product 
availability on major retail ecommerce platforms like Amazon, Walmart, and Target. 

Conclusion

In conclusion, the brand challenges of increasing competition on both the affordable and direct to 
consumer (DTC) fronts, changing family values from the nuclear family to a more non-traditional 
family structure, to an increase in ecommerce importance for consumers, Charmin needs to adapt 
quickly to keep its position as the most premium toilet paper on the market. As suggested, Charmin 
needs to commit to sustainability since it fits in well with the brand purpose and will not alienate 
current consumers. Charmin also needs to slowly transition to a less stereotypical nuclear family n 
its advertising by shifting first gender norms then ultimately, shifting to different family structures. 
Lastly, Charmin needs to make itself available on a subscription basis at major retailers online. 
Taking these three steps, Charmin will be able to prepare for the future changes and remain a 
category leader.
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Toilet Paper is Having a Moment
http://www.insights.digitalmediasolutions.com/n
ews/toilet-paper-wars
Charmin Advertising and Marketing
https://www.adbrands.net/us/charmin-us.htm
Charmin’s Soft Sell to Consumers
https://www.nrdc.org/experts/jennifer-skene/ch
armins-soft-sell-consumers
Tweets from the Seat
https://digiday.com/marketing/inside-charmins-s
ocial-media-strategy/
What the Hell is Going on with Toilet Paper
https://digiday.com/marketing/copyranter-hell-g
oing-toilet-paper-advertising/
Charmin Ultra Strong Mega Roll
https://www.charmin.com/en-us/shop-products/
toilet-paper/ultra-strong-mega-roll-toilet-paper
#ratings-reviews-wrapper
Charmin Branding
https://gilmorebranding.com/charmin/
70% Americans Think Environment Is More 
Important
https://www.treehugger.com/americans-think-e
nvironmental-protection-more-important-econo
mic-growth-4858443
Bimbamboo Paper
https://bimbamboopaper.com/blogs/beyond-the
-roll/chlorine-bleach-in-toilet-paper
Eco-Gender Gap
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/202
0/feb/06/eco-gender-gap-why-saving-planet-se
en-womens-work

Appendix

Recent Changes In Family Structure
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/boundless-so
ciology/chapter/recent-changes-in-family-struct
ure/
The Disappearing Nuclear Family
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/retirement-pla
n-the-disappearing-nuclear-family_b_2534622
There Is No Longer Any Such Thing as a Typical 
Family
https://time.com/3265733/nuclear-family-typica
l-society-parents-children-households-philip-coh
en/
Toilet Paper Wars
https://insights.digitalmediasolutions.com/article
s/toilet-paper-wars
Cottonelle Announces Partnership With 
BLKHLTH
https://currently.att.yahoo.com/att/cottonelle-an
nounces-partnership-blkhlth-launch-120300530.
html
Cottonelle’s gay toilet paper ad draws criticism
https://www.losangelesblade.com/2019/03/01/c
ottonelles-gay-toilet-paper-ad-draws-criticism/
Greenwashing
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/g/greenwa
shing.asp
Shop Charmin Products
https://www.charmin.com/en-us/shop-products

http://www.insights.digitalmediasolutions.com/news/toilet-paper-wars
http://www.insights.digitalmediasolutions.com/news/toilet-paper-wars
https://www.adbrands.net/us/charmin-us.htm
https://www.nrdc.org/experts/jennifer-skene/charmins-soft-sell-consumers
https://www.nrdc.org/experts/jennifer-skene/charmins-soft-sell-consumers
https://digiday.com/marketing/inside-charmins-social-media-strategy/
https://digiday.com/marketing/inside-charmins-social-media-strategy/
https://www.charmin.com/en-us/shop-products/toilet-paper/ultra-strong-mega-roll-toilet-paper#ratings-reviews-wrapper
https://www.charmin.com/en-us/shop-products/toilet-paper/ultra-strong-mega-roll-toilet-paper#ratings-reviews-wrapper
https://www.charmin.com/en-us/shop-products/toilet-paper/ultra-strong-mega-roll-toilet-paper#ratings-reviews-wrapper
https://gilmorebranding.com/charmin/
https://www.treehugger.com/americans-think-environmental-protection-more-important-economic-growth-4858443
https://www.treehugger.com/americans-think-environmental-protection-more-important-economic-growth-4858443
https://www.treehugger.com/americans-think-environmental-protection-more-important-economic-growth-4858443

